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RIF- RECALL AS SYMBOL.:AND"SIpNALi 4THE;OIFFEEENTIAL EFFECTS

.Y

OEJIIFFING ON TEACHEB.,EXIT CHOICES

rhaps the single most ,visible result of contraction

c schools is the lay off of teachersWhat. has come
_

to'be called riffing (reduction in fbrce). Throughout the

,l, -' '

. .
i

country, tekchers in urban schools have faced the threat of :

4.,$ .
.,,.

rif singethe early 1970!s. Both the threat and-the reality'
-,

.of rif are,blamed.for thee, from teaching of; highly

6

,

'qualified teachers. Further, the lowered morale and decline

in the quality ¢f teacher work laife that such rifting'

produces, evercamong.the non-riffed, has been blamed frit. the
. .

loss (4 still more good'teachers (Cooke,Kordbluh:,°and

Abramis, 1982; Potter,.1981;147eber 1975).

Certainly the forced exit that riffing represents can
I

he'seen as a barrier-to career mobilityWhat could be a more
I

obvious impediTent to an individual's aftainment' of success

in an organiza ion (however success may be defined) than not.
.

,

being in tpe.organization? There is, however, more to the/'
, .

-relationihip hletween riffing and carger mobility than the
t

.'''simple;' but-dvestat ng7forced exit of some teachers. 'These

Iless apparent As we 1 as the apparent, ramifications of
I

'riffing. are the foc A of the folldwing remarks. Redults'of.a

'case study of 1101) igh School teachers, in a Iqrge u41106

t
district that has.e perienced'declining enrollment for eight

years. will'be-used Ep illustrate several of the career

mobility effects of riffing, particularly for women and



minority teachers.

. Exit Moving or Stuck

Examination .of/the effects of riffing on career mobility

of different groups within the public schools can be given

form by reference to t ,he works of .two individuals Hirschman

(1970), and Xanter (177) Hirschman has proposed that the

response options available to clientg or members of groups

that experience decline are exit,and voice, that is, leave or

become active tobring about change. He descril?0 various

situations where individuals. will leave, and ways in which

t isexiting:can be curtailed by an organization.

A ditionally, he offend that a healthy organization. needs

healthy mix of exit and voice--it needs loyalty to hold
. ,

exit ifi.che k long enough so that voice has the opportunity
.

o sto0.or anizhtionalAecline before everyone leavfs.

III 1

Hirs ans work focused, on the institutional level, arid

I

,

tberefore provided little explanatikm of the sources of

loyalty -mong the non-exiting members. We must, therefore,

add our wn explanation', which, is to suggest that one primaily

reason eople remain loyal is that they perceive that doing

so will meet heir own basic subsistence and/or higher level

needs. Here then enters the basis of 'the desire for career'

mobili Vii, -for through sych mobility one is able to fulfill

not o ly-the basics of life, but also one's need for a

Iconti ued sense of self worth, a sense of power over ones z.

dest ny, respect of others, artd involvement in something



iarger.than,.oneself elty and so forth.

Kanter I1979J has descri8 he experi,ences that,

precipitate `the- perception of

whole constellation -of higher;'

icoess or failure in this

eds as those where
.'.

"moving: "' or nstpck":(plj6). ns who are ,aoving
.

_
6

finding suoodAs, gaining opportunities,
,i

growing ,

. t ,,

. .

'arelp #cumstancessmade to feel stuck respond to t e lack
=',

.

of:oppc=funity fOr moVement,,with increasingly'UnProductive
-.

bghavioi, which, in turn-,decreases-their opporthnity for

furtherTmoveMent- ,

. .

If.t47e combine,sihen., some of 61e elements of'HirschmaIPs

theory of exit,volde, and loyalty, with some of the elements
. )

.of Kanter's model bf the moving and the stuck, we can begin

to;examine several. aspects of the career mobility. of teachers,

quring times of First,w2 can look, back at the
., .

teacher_sh6rtage Years,and ,see. what the exit options were for
(

teachers when times were'"good".
,

,,
,

* In the years of schoo, l expansion, teachers could use,a

number of different exit optiOns to movento what they

considered to be a "better", positioh. For,example, teachers
.

not satisfied with the_ career choice of teaching might

irenture.into another career e.g. insUrance'sales,.knowing

that the teacher`Shortage condition ,was a guarantee that
--, -'

there wouldvbe a posittiOn- to which they ghtreturn if the.
,

r

new care4,did not workout. For those teachers satisfied
--I

,,.with ,teaching, but dissatisfied with the location they found

0 .
\
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themselves -in choosi;Ig 'to exit, either to a different
,districi or,d14ferent sobOol was a viable option. In some

-c

cases, the ChOideg were. mat made between7the poor school and

the goOd school, butrather.betWeen the good and the best

schoole-or the more convenient of two gobd schoolsTeache'rs

could continue to choose to move until they- were in what they

perceived to. be the best school for them.

. Other.options existed) without moving to a different

\School. During the times of expansion, teachers frequently

had the' opportunity to exit the:less desirable classes. As

.teachers gained a few' years of nioritlythey could ask for

the more challenging and rewarding classes, which in,some

cases meant teaching the courses they wanted and in other

cases the kinds of stpdents they wanted. Teachers also had a

chance to opt out of the teacht4g positions requiring too

many different preparations. Many teachers at this time also

looked forward to exiting full time teaching responsibilities

an Choosing to 4Ork as'department chaiipersons, guidTce

'counselors, or administrators. These career options did not
.

necessarily bring greater monetary rewards, but teachers, in

exerci:iing these options had a sense of control over their

iives a senseof moving.

We can now let a data base derived from a particular
A

sitJiation in.a declining district-to see how teachers options

changed. We can look for any differentials in the numbers or

percentages of persons with different characteristics who

were forced to leave ( riffed with no recall), who left with

4,

A
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some degree of choice (riffed and resigned, and resigned),
.

who were threatene d with forced exit but remained (riffed and

recalled), and who were never threatened (continuiing). We

can next exam4ne-mare-closely, those,who were "loyalr,.that

is, were either recalled or continuing, to determine if
I

there

were any differences among groups in their access to exit.

options and in barriers to career mobility.
. . ), i

. In the course of a case study of the effects of decline

. on quality of instru ction(Gehrke and Sheffield( 1984) we

gathered data'on IWO high school teachers who ,,had been in

a large urban sCliool system for all or part of an eight year

-period .of decline (1975-1983). W9 recoided data from three

years: 1974-75, the year before-the first big district'

'layoff (Over 1000 teachers were,riffed'district-wide that

41.

Spring for the following year); 1975-76,.the year when most
. ,

of the riffed teachers were recalled; 1982-83, the last-year

of decline pTior to data gathering. information was

collected on the teachers' empldyment status, sex, ethnic

category,iseniority-, certified maj5ors'and minors, location,

and teaching schedule during each of the three'year's. These

!data were used to ascertain whether there had been an.

increase in the proportion the teachers were teaching outside,

the ir certified major--an elemental aspect of gualitY-

instruction. The mean proportions-different.grodps of

teachers taught in their major can be used for.our purposes

here, as well as group means for the number of teacher

preparations, and number of locations over the eight-year ,

a,



period. These-figures, along with raw numbers and percentages

of- persons'fallinvinto'certain employmen4 status categories
. .

.
- .

dyer the 3mars supplemented by information from interviewse

provide some thought provoking, even disturbing findings.

Findings

4 Decline or contkaction in a school system generally
4

,

requires that some teachers'lose freedom ..of choice (exit

options, or mobility options) by being forced to exit--thdy

are riffed. Because riffing was carried out in this district.

according to senioritiy within.content-areacategoried, a c.)

supposedly equitable criterion, we would expect that,

greater percentage'of the junior' teachers would lose their

exit-optibns. Because women and minorities are more likely

to,be jiinior teachers (having found high school teaching

poditio ,more open' to theflOonly in recent years), they might

also );,e expected to be1riffed ip higher percentages. On the °

otrir.hanai'laffirmative action'programs might' be expected to

protect them from riffing or at least *sure a more rapid

secall% The actual numbers show interesting patterns.

The Riffed-No Return. We'begin with those teachers

expeendecithe severest loss of the exit option, that is,

those teacher9 who were riffedand who were not recalled

(N=28 for.1975', N=31-for 1982). As expected these were

typically the teachers with the least seniority. According

to the data gathered for 1975,"a greater peicentage of women



teachers were riffed and were not recalled, aiso.more White-

.han minority teachers; fiue arts majors"; and individuals

teaching an average of .76 of their time in their major area

of preparation (compared with'.71 for the total teaching

population). In'1982 there were,some changes in the
.

.

characteriptics: still'a greater percentage of women than

men, and still fine arts major, but now the percentage of

minorities was greater tiian that of whites.. Career mobility

for high school teachers in this district with these

chaTacteristics was certainly "minimal".
a

The Riffed and-Resigned.' A sport discussion of riffing"

in the school district studied is necessary before we discuss'.

the riffed and resigned group. This school district engaged.

in a practice which might be desbribed as "over-riffing".

Uncertain of state funding and enrollment, and operating from

a conservative position, theoditricf administrators did not

want to have'teachers under contract for the fall, whom they

could not afford, to p Each spring for six of the seven

years of decline, the distribt thus rifled more teacheis than

necessary, and then recalled the teachers in the fall.. In

1975, teachers were not familiar with the over-riffing

phenomenon and, unless they had access to district level

information, they had 'no reason to doubt that riffing notices

delivered in the spring really meant no posiiiop\in the fall.

Our i iews suggest that some riffed teachers, in spite of

the recognized finality, of the HI notice, continued to wait

and hope"for recall throughout the summ r and -even into the



fall. The waiting period for many rifted' teachers was spent

actively seeking employment elsewhere, and also communicating

with the district personnel office to determine their chances

of recall. .

y
a

We do not know how man teachers in'the riffed group

waited right up until the fall before accepting employment

elsewhere but we.do know that for some teachers, this

waiting period was not feasible. Perhaps these individuals

saw the rif ,notice as a cr ical incident in their

prefessional--career or perhaps they had personal reasons,

e.g' financial responsibilities. It may be-too that, acting

like the customer alert to quality changefs-- in the

organization (Hirschman,p.24), they were not only able to

anticipate the implications for their own careerAgetting

stuck), but also recognized the decline in the whole

organization, and presented their resignation as a message

that they were concerned about the practices of the district.

Whatever their motives, a number of the high school

teachers did resignimbediately or shortly'after the rif

notices.were sent (N=19 in 1975). Waiting for recall was not

an option for them. This groupof individuals was likely to

have the characteristics of the general rif population, but

r ,

also shared characteristics nth, the teachers who Isimply

resigned without having been riffed-- to'be discussed later.

Like Al riffed teachers, these has under ten years of

experience and were teaching a high proportion in their major

at the time of rif'. Unlike the riffed-no return, the

1.0



majority in this group were white men (12 of the 19). The

content area with the highest percentage of riffed teachers

who resigned in 1975 was-Industrial Arts (6.8%). Thus, not

1 only were the riffed-resigned teachers white men, but many

possessed skillt which. they knew were 4esirable elsewhere,

either in teadhillm'or in othgroccupations. (There has been a

shortage of Induitrial Arts teachers sin 1945.)

,The numbec of riffed7resigned teachers for 1982 showel,a

large drop from the' early Year -(N=k in 1982). Interviews

with teachers who had been riffed and _returned tothe

district prdvidea an explanation of this change. During the

riffing years from 1975 to 1982 teaphers came to be "rif

wise". They reali d that, though it was no less painful to

- be riffed each yearlthere was a good chance that they would'

be rehired. Some teachers suggested tha y had learned to

manipulate the.system and knew, how to w to assure their'
4

survival. The risk of waiting it out appeared to decrease,

andteachers were more likelyo wait and see. The two who

did resign in 1982'were, however, male Industrial Arts

teachers.

'The Resigning Teacher. Theoretically, teachers who were

not riffed\still had the option to exit teaching entirely. -

,

However, the awareness-that the district was actively .

pursuing ways to reduce

other distridts were in

the teaching ranks, and that many

a similar deClining state,made the

the risk in exiting the current p9sition increase. Teachers

were no longer'confident that they could find other teaching

11

Mir



positions and, if anew -career outsideYeiching did not work

out they could not be,assurdd that theitOuld return'to

teaching. During 1975, when the district signalled a decline

with the large teacher.rif, we found t1 at white women were

more likely to'resi4n without having been riffed than any

other group (1.7% of all women,.9% of all - men).. Perhaps

tfieseomen could afford the risk involved.in 1ooking for

another job or perhaps they resigned for more traditional
t.

.

reasons such as raisins a family, or spouse transfer. he

business area, an area witha-relatively high percentage of

women, had the highest 'percentage of individuals resigning

without being riffed (4.8% of Busipess majors). This may be

accounted for by the, increased opportunity for thOse Skilled

women in,business and industry.; (Mathematibs was second with

2:5% of mathematics majors resigning. Resignations in this

area have often been attributed to increased outside

opportunities.)

Those teachers who resigned had a mean proportion of .23

teachinlin their content area, while continuing teachers had

a meanproportion of .67 fOr the same year (1975).. Our data

do not provide reasons why these individuals withhigher

proportions.resigped, but we might hypothesize that for .'them

.!

h



teaching.

began ,to

to leave

rs'

in their major was important, and when the district

lay off and change tepCher-assignments, they those
r c

rather ;Ellah' take:less appropriate. teaching.

assignments. They, were, .n Htrschman s terms , "quality
.

conscious;!..

An increase in teachlis resigning, from 12 in 1975 to 20,

1982,,supports the claim that an exit from the district

was Still an option ,for some teachers. Women more than men

(2.8% of the women, 2.5% of the men) continued to exercise

this option in,1982. While no minorities resigned in 1975,

four of the 20 resigning persons were minorities in 1982.

The percentage of black teachers resigning (3.3%) Was greater

than the percentage of white teachers (2.6%),It may be that

affirmative action policies throughoubusiness and industry

eased the-risk elementof exit for minority teachers somewhatl

by 1982.

Admittedly: tile number of resigning teachers for both

years is only a small percentage compared with the total,high

school staff. Our data, however, do suggest that even as

opportunities for'teaching jobs elsewhere decreased and the

_job market in"general became tighter, certain groups of

teachers white women, and later minority, business and math

majors, were slightly more likely to use the exit option than

others.

Retirements. Retirement irs usually seen as an exit

option only for those teachers who are at ..the end of their

career: Under such conditIon , discussi of retirement in



A

%

a p per cm career mobillty is likely to be out of place. In

P.

t e district studied, however, the group of high school

aeaches who retired in 1982 is of'interest to us because,

during that yeare the state introduced an early retirement'
44,

incentive. Thus. teachers with fewer years of qediority could

*choose to leeve.teaching early and perhaps even have a chance
. .

,

,-

, .

o
for a second career .oUtside of teaching ('or in another school ...

,,. .

setting,.,. The income kdr-retiz2ement would provide some

secarity for those 'seeking luttire employment. Once'agaiWwe

can look at.differencps in the groups of individuals

exercising,this option.

In 1975 when there were.no retirement incentives, the

actual-numbers of those retiring were small, but the

percentage of women retiring was more than twice that of men.

(women_ 2.7. %, men 1,2%). The percentagevfor 1982 wat greiter

for both groups as expected (6.9% for men and 8.2% for

women).These percentages suggest that early retirement'

increased the advantages of, exit for men, while.remaining-

high for women.
Ns,

Teachers majoring in,Industrial Arts showed a greater

percentage retiring in 4982 than any other major. Previously

the greatest percentages of retirees had been in Home

Economics and Fine Arts. The fact that Industrial Arts

Majors did make use of the retirement option to exit does not

alone provide evidence that-these teachers had a greater

opportunity, but our observation of this'event together with

what we already observed among the resigning teachers begins,



to..

to build a case for the claim that high school teachers with

marketable majors continue to be less stuck within' the
I

organization .during times, of decline.

The -Rifled and Returned. Two groups of teachers did not

choose to leave teaching. The Characteristics of these

teachers are of interest because they were among the

who were eligible to experience the options

within the system which could still provide some sense of

movement. For 1975 and 1982, women and minorities were
N,

present among the riffed and rurned in greater than

expected percentages. These $ndividuals either by choice or

necessityr.waited.fdr a recall notice. Through our

interviews we learned that, m

1
ny of thesd teachers did not

know that they had a secure *eaching position until a day or

two before school.began. Others were placed on a substitute
.

list and did not return to a contract position ,until some

time into the school. year. These late-placed teachers lost

seniority and consequent],y were more likely to be riffed the
.

followin4 year than their orts who had been under contract

since the beginning of the year. Also, since many Options

within teaching are based on-seniority, these teachers could

.antiCipate a longer wait to get.the positions they trullr

wanted

In our earlier discussion of optiOns for teachers who -

stay in teaching during "good times", we found that teachers
-% ,

dissatisfied in a school could choose to move to another

school within the same district. Our.data on the decline
. :

15 .-
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period indicate that there was still movement; 52.5% of the

individuals in the rifed and recalled group who were with

the district from 197.5 to. 1983 moved three .or more times.

But three or more moves is really excessive --hardly an

indication of movement for growth. Our interviews revealed,

these moves as forced moves. rather than moves by /choice.

Teachers would rarely have chosen to move to a new school,

during this time,11.1nless doing so would assure themia job for
4

the following year. Because they were frequ tly moved,

these riffed and recalled teacher's were unab 4 to gain the

seniority within a building that is often an info al

requirement for promotion to department, chair or

administration positions.

Throughout the period studied 'the percentag of time

spent teaching in -one's subject area declined .from .78 to .68

%for the riffed and returned teachers, in contrast with a

decline from .69 to .66 for continuing telc ers. /lather than

moving into positions where they were likely to be teaching

more in their own_ content area (a favorable option in good

times) these teachers were asked to take on subjects outside

the areas for which they were certified. Dividing one's time

betWeen two or more Content areas/departments places one at a
.

distinct disadvantage in presenting oneself as a viable

candidate for department chair, for /one has only half as much

time to focus on the affairs of each department.

As snggested.earlier, acquiring a teaching position in

which one has fewer preparations might, be viewed as

/16



advancement in the
4

teaching career,or put another way, is

enhancement of position. Singe the-riffed and returned

teachers had little thaice about where or-what they taught,

one would expect that the ntImber;of Preparations %as'also not

an option. The riffed andtretbrned group started with an

average of 2.87 preparatiNs in 1975 before they were riffed,

and taught about the same number in 1983 (2.85). But by 1983

riffed and returned women taught the second highest average

number of preparations (3.07), second only to black male

teachers (recalled and continuing) who taught 3.12 average

preps.

In general then, for women and minorities who were

riffed and recalled, the few internal movement options

typically offered were less available during the decline.

fact, these areas in some cases became areas for additional

strain--more content areas, more preparations, in new

unwanted locations. Some interviewed riffed teachers

explained that each year was.a reenactment of their first

year of teaching, with all its accompanying Stresses. It is

very difficult for teachers to experience a sense of movement

11111
or accomplishment in rganization if(pach,year"they.are

4

asked to start from the very beginning. .
, ,,,,t,

.Continuing Teachers. A description of the career

options for the continuing group of teachers completes our

'
picture of teacher opportunity during decline. The'

continuing teachers were never riffed, but/for the least

senior, the threat of rif was an annual experience. Teachers

17



ever knew for certain how many gears, even days, Of-

eniority were, necessary to save them. (Seniority was

alculated to the half day.) Teachers felt pressured to

refrain from using sick leave'for' fear they would use.it_up

and then be forced to take unexcused leave'atsome later

time, thus changing their seniority rank.

The most senior teachers were, of course, 'the least

directly affected by the annual riffing fear, but because

rif and recall frequently required .schedule changes for

several teachers; it was mo'reAtiali:likelyi that senior

eachers also lost mobility options during this period..Some
I -

were forced to moves due in part to the closure of two of the

district's 12 schools, but only 22.4% of them taught in three

or more locations. This small percentage does point to a

more stable school life for senior teachers, so they were, of

course, more likely to stay in a building long enough t

qualify for the prized positions.

The mean proportion. teaching in major was .64 in 1975

and .67 in 1983 for continuing teachers. There is, then, a

very small increase for th4s group in contrast with other

groups that experienced_ a decrease. These teachers.were

likely to be teaching as much outside their major in 1983 as

in 1975, which leads us to believe that many of their,

assignments outside major were the result of their own

choiCe prior to decline.

18
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Continuing.teachers .may 13).ave 'contiinied to teach the

content areas they wanted, but the figures for preparations

point to some compromises. The average number of

preparations increased for,,pontinuing teachers frcim 2).77 to

2.84 o'er the eight year period. They increase9 considerably

for black 'male teachers (from 2.29 to 3:12)1and moderately

for whlte.female teachers (205 to 3,03). Black feMale
4

teachers actually reduced their preparations (3.43 t9f2.91),

.as did other female and male minority teachers (3.29;2.63 to

2.87;2.44). Note, however, that women in gneral started

with higher numbers of preps and continued that way

. throughout.

Conclusions

'So,.in general what can we say about the exit options

and the, career. mobility of teachers'during decline? We cart

say, of'coure that freely chosen movement out (exit),

laterally (moderate number of location changes) .or to

enhanced positions (.to teachable content, tgManagable

of

preparations) was reduced for all teachers whethei rif fed or

pot. But women and minorities were more likely to-experience

forced exit (riffing), and more apparently non-vdluntary

lateral moves. Further, women were more likely to be saddled

with unwieldy teaching, loads, including more preparations in

more diverse content areas -- teaching loads Aich could

certainly lead to a sens of being stuck. When given the

exit options of resignation and retirement, more senior women



Lkthem an men, but the content area;.wfilch showed the

*eafest ercentage of'voluntary-exit tise,were typically male

1

dominated areas (Industrial Arts and Matbemtics), where the

risks of exit were reduced due Ito external demands.

The signals such declining mobility sends are read by at

least three different aud1ences. 'First, they are read 'by
A

you teachers particularly young female and minority

teachers, as signals that they are second class employees.

As eatley (1981) building on Kanter's work pointed out,

those who feel stuck, begin to actstuck, displaying negative

characteristics that furthlr reduce their possibl.lities for

movement through promotions (p.258). They are Likely to lw

become territorial, vocal complainers who block change rather

than seek it. Given, the increased unionactivism, the

suspicion, belligerence, and general low morale found among

,the district teachers during this time, there is little doubt

that many teachers were reacting as might be predicted for

those who are stuck.

The declining mobility also signials potential teachers

that high school's are notTlaces where they will have the

Opportunity to experience mofessional growth'either in the

classfoom or_on.the rather short educational administration

career ladder. When bright yourfg people observe their high
o

school teachers everyday, and see.them either overwI(elmed,

with work, and/or caught up in depression, bitterness,'and

complaint,_ tfiey)are highly unlikely to-choose that work or

those colleagues.,The effects on the profession Ore obvious.



Finally the declining mobilitY,the disturbed exit -voice
.n

mix, sends signals, to the district system, that .it is, -41t.

es'
indeed, unhealthy. Unfortunately the disttiot we studied was

.

for many reasons unwilling or untie to respond adequately to

those signals. The voluntary exit through resignations and

retirements were viewed as a blessing.rathsrthan an alarm,

becauge they relieved the administrators of the agony of

riffing. The increases in preparations and in proportions-
,

taught outside major were only vaguely recognized by

-0dministrators, and even then the implications for either

quality instruction or professional growth of the teachers

were not realized.

The typical "stuck" behaviors of the teachers'become he

. reason for .further administrative actions curtailing the

freedom of the teachers (treating the symptom rather than the

disease). The increasing alienation of teachers from the

ad ators decreaosd the oPPortunities for Proddctive use

of voice e increasing thb' unproductive grumbling.

Lest we fail, to give credit where credit is due, these

events ccurred in ,a district which has been strongly

committed to affirmative action. The district worked

assiduously to maintain minority teachers within the system

in placements at schools in proportion at least'egAl to the

minority population of those schools. It was committed to an

extensive desegregation'Program. The teacher's union

'supported the district's affirmative action program. Even in

a well-intentioned district,.then,.policies and Practices can

a.
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function to undercut' goals.

Thecontraction of\the system, managed as it was, with

little o r no apparent concern for the-long range effects of

the riffing and recall policies, communicated negative

signals to the P4cticing teachers, and to potential entrants

* to the teaching profession. It communicated-Lparficularly

1

s.

negative signals to women and minorities, practicing and

potential, who were both forced from the system and more

immobilized within it than were others. If occurences in this

district are typical, it is no wonder, then, tha't on a

national' basis women and minorities are avoiding,teaching

careers and, moving into opportunities in business and

industry. A'
But the worst damage of all may have been done to the

district system itself, which lost not only the skills of

some women and minorities, but also the productive mix of

voice and exit, and the equally important sense of moving

. among its individual members that contributes to an overall

sense of system movement. A school system that loses this

momentum is faced with the increasing exit of quality

conscious parent/clients and a subsequent continuing downward

spiral. There doesnot appear to be a happy ending.
.
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